Fig. 12: Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Baseline map-10.
Fig. 13: Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Baseline map-11.
Fig. 17: Archaeological Heritage Baseline map for Metro North Depot.
Fig. 18: Architectural and Cultural Heritage baseline map for Metro North Depot.
Fig. 19: Metro West geotechnical trial pit and borehole locations.
Fig. 20: Metro West geotechnical trial pit and borehole locations.
Fig. 21: Metro West geotechnical trial pit and borehole locations.
Fig. 22: Metro West geotechnical trial pit and borehole locations.
Fig. 23: Metro West geotechnical trial pit and borehole locations.
Fig. 24: Metro North Dardistown Depot geotechnical trial pit and borehole locations.
Plate 1: MW/201/BH/010.

Plate 2: MW/201/TP/018.
Plate 5: MW/202/TP/012.
Plate 9: MW/202/BH/010.
Plate 13: MW202/TP/021.
Plate 16: MW/203/BH/005.

Plate 17: MW/203/BH/009.